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Warm weather coupled with lack of snow cover have
prompted many questions regarding the relative
winterhardiness of Wisconsin's winter wheat crop. Though
daytime temperatures have risen into the 40's continued night
time temperatures below freezing have prompted wheat plants
to maintain a winterhardy state. Relatively speaking the WI
winter wheat crop is at more risk to winterkill if we get a
sudden and prolonged severe cold snap than in "normal" years
however following my inspection of the Chilton variety trial
site on 2/17/12 (Image below) my overall concern is very low.
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UW-River Falls Field Scout Training Class
Bryan Jensen, IPM Program
The University of Wisconsin-River Falls, UW-Extension and
the Integrated Pest Management Program are co-sponsoring the
IPM Field Scout Training Class which will be held on the UWRiver Falls campus, March 14-15, 2012.
This training session will provide instruction for several pest
and nutrient management topics (pest identification, life cycle,
damage symptoms, economic thresholds and scouting
techniques for insects, weeds, plant pathogens, herbicide injury
and nutrient deficiency symptoms for corn, alfalfa, soybean
and wheat, soil sampling, plant tissue testing). Click here for
the complete schedule or find it at the end of this issue. CCA
Credits have been applied for in the areas of pest and nutrient
management.
Non-student registration fee is $100/person and covers the
cost of the training and the Field Crop Scout Training Manual.
To register online please go to:
https://www.patstore.wisc.edu/ipm/register.asp
To register by check, send name, phone number, address
and/or email address and a check payable to UW-Extension to:
Bryan Jensen
Dept. of Entomology
1630 Linden Drive
Madison, WI 53706.
For more information call Bryan Jensen at (608) 263-4073 or
email at bmjense1@facstaff.wisc.edu

Mobile Web Tools For Extension Outreach
Roger Schmidt, Information Technology Specialist, Nutrient
and Pest Management Program, UW-Madison
Abstract
Mobile internet use is changing how global and local
agriculture operate and expand their businesses. This article
will discuss how the University of Wisconsin Nutrient and Pest
Management (NPM) program and the UW Integrated Pest
Management (IPM) program are working with a ‘mobile first’
attitude to help University of Wisconsin-Extension and
Wisconsin’s agricultural community benefit in this changing
environment.
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Background
Gone are the days when a grower needed to turn on a radio
or sit by a television at a specific time of the day to listen to an
agricultural commodities or see a news report. Now, this task
can be done at any time in any location using a text message or
a smartphone. Coming are the days when growers and
consultants will not need to shuffle stacks of paper, hand
written field records, or piles of reference booklets from
desktop to the pickup truck and back and forth again. These
tasks will be done faster and easier with a smartphone or a
tablet device either in standalone mode or connected to a cloud
server directly from the field. There will be no need to “hold
that thought” when a question and information need arises
during any part of the day or from any location in the field. The
cameras, the position sensors, and the internet connectivity of
new mobile devices will make it possible for a grower to
surround themselves and immediately exchange information
with Extension.
Using the new technologies that the mobile internet
provides, growers appear poised to make farm management
less time consuming and more profitable. Farmers are using the
mobile internet to connect with the university, consultants and
other farmers, without being tied to their desktops. Read, chat,
buy, sell, order parts, check remote machinery operation,
access GPS, use location based weather data, use remote
diagnostics, setup new international markets; these tasks and
more can be accomplished from a mobile situation. To adapt to
this new mobile internet trend, the NPM and IPM programs
have set out to move forward with a mobile internet attitude of
their own. The programs are making sure, however, to also
maintain their traditional communication methods ranging
from face-to-face meetings to printed handout materials. Some
of the specific technology tools the programs are making use of
include YouTube, Twitter, Flickr, and mobile-adapted
websites, iPhone, iPad and Android apps, ePub format
publications, and webinar virtual meeting rooms. (Product
names are not an endorsement or rating). In short, the NPM
and IPM programs are working with a new ‘mobile first’
attitude.

Websites: Beginning this year, the IPCM Integrated Crop
and Pest Management website, the Pesticide Applicator
training website, and the Wisconsin Crop Manager (WCM)
blog will be using a WordPress website optimized for both
traditional desktop and mobile device access. In addition, all
news articles will be linked in a Twitter list for additional
mobile access. Locations listed in the events calendars are
linked to Google maps which provide directions to mobile
devices as well.
Integrated Pest and Crop Management — http://ipcm.wisc.edu
Wisconsin Crop Manager website —
http://ipcm.wisc.edu/wcm
Wisconsin Crop Manager on Twitter –
http://twitter.com/WisCropMan
Wisconsin Pesticide Applicator Training —
http://ipcm.wisc.edu/pat
Mobile Apps: NPM has developed two iPhone and iPad
apps that are available in the iTunes store for free download.
http://itunes.apple.com/app/n-pricecalculator/id455090088?mt=8

Results and Discussion
A ‘mobile first’ attitude means that each time work is done
on a new or existing outreach project, the programs consider
the possible mobile internet issues first, and then look at the
traditional outreach methods. This allows the programs to
ensure that they are building in mobile connections from the
start, saving time and money on future adaptations. The
following examples help to illustrate this point.
Videos: For the past three years, IPM and NPM have been
recording videos in the field and posting them on YouTube
using UWEX’s video channel. These are short educational
videos that can be played back at any time in high definition.
The YouTube website adapts the streaming videos to play on
laptops and on mobile devices. You can see our playlists at
http://youtube.com/uwipm . These videos have received
thousands of views in this manner.

The N Price calculator app allows you to compare the prices
of various forms of nitrogen fertilizer products in terms of their
price per pound of nitrogen. Nitrogen fertilizers such as
anhydrous ammonia, urea, and urea ammonium nitrate (UAN)
vary in their nitrogen content and are sold on a price per ton
basis. This app converts the price of each fertilizer product
from price per ton to price per pound of nitrogen — allowing
for “apples to apples” comparisons. By comparing the price per
pound of nitrogen from multiple fertilizer sources on the N
Price Calculator’s Price List, the cheapest source of nitrogen
can be identified.
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/corn-n-ratecalculator/id455298473?mt=8
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Webinars: Lastly, IPM recently held a series of online
webinar training sessions to help participant prepare for an
upcoming Wisconsin CCA (Certified Crop Adviser) exam.
This webinar series broadcast UWEX state specialists and their
PowerPoint presentations via a live internet session.
Participants were able to ask questions online, and view the
recorded presentations at any later date of their choosing.
Instead of paper handouts, reference materials were provided
as web links to online document files. One noteworthy
comment from a participant was that they were happier with
online-only content because of its portability for access
anywhere and everywhere the internet reached. Another
advantage of the webinar format was that it allowed one of the
specialists to provide a live presentation directly from a
location in Canada, thus avoiding a schedule conflict.
Conclusions

The MRTN guidelines in the Corn N Rate app, are designed
to assist producers in selecting an N rate that improves
profitability when N and corn rates fluctuate. Maximum return
to N (MRTN) is the N rate that will be most profitable for a
particular N:Corn ratio. The MRTN rate is the LARGE number
expressed in lbs N/acre (total to apply) including N in starter.
Below that number is the range of N rates that result in
profitability within $1/acre of the MRTN rate.
A third app soon to be released by the UW IPM program is
the ‘IPM Toolkit” for iPhone and iPad. This app will feature a
mobile connection to all the IPM YouTube videos, a listing of
current WCM newsletter articles, as well as a select list of IPM
related picture and publication references.
The hope is to also make these three applications available
for Android version smartphones as soon as possible.
ePub publications: Different from PDF publications, ePub
formatted documents allow for dynamic changes in font size
and page layout making reading on a smartphone or tablet
easier. This year, NPM has begun to publish documents in both
formants. A good demonstration is to look at this article in its
ePub format.
Mobile Web Tools For Extension Outreach - ePub format
Mobile internet use is changing how global and local
agriculture operate and expand their businesses. This article
will discuss how the UW NPM and IPM programs are working
to help the university and Wisconsin’s agricultural community
benefit. ePub file format
Mobile Web Tools For Extension Outreach - PDF
Mobile internet use is changing how global and local
agriculture operate and expand their businesses. This article
will discuss how the UW NPM and IPM programs are working
to help the university and Wisconsin’s agricultural community
benefit. PDF file format
Also, you can view the NPM publication, “Frost Seeding
Red Clover in Winter Wheat” on the IPCM website pest
management publications list in both PDF and ePub formats.

A ‘mobile first’ attitude has saved the NPM and IPM
programs time and money in providing important
communication avenues allowing Wisconsin’s agricultural
community and the university to work together regardless of
location.
Using YouTube allows easy remote viewing and inclusion of
videos in mobile apps. Videos that are not on YouTube, have
no native mobile connection; they need to be converted. There
is an issue with some locations lacking access to the YouTube
website. This is solved by making the videos available by CDROM.
Using mobile formatted websites and ePubs similarly
provide a native mobile connection for proper display on
smartphones and tablets. Content for the websites and for the
publications only has to be entered once at the beginning, and
then flows to either traditional print, PDF, or mobile formats.
Also, the new mobile website has a built-in link to Twitter and
Google maps allowing our posts to achieve a wider reach and
contain more information with no extra work.
Using native iPhone and iPad apps provides users with an
interface that is optimized beautifully for mobile device use.
Distribution worldwide is handled by the iTunes marketplace,
which is directly accessible from mobile devices. Android apps
will be distributed by the worldwide Google marketplace.
The NPM and IPM programs will continue to evaluate a
“mobile first” attitude to help keep up with the rapidly
advancing mobile connection to Wisconsin’s agricultural
community. The goal will be to facilitate communication at
any time and in any location, using both traditional and new
mobile internet methods.

Wisconsin Certified Soil Testing
Laboratories
John Peters, Director, UW Soil Testing Laboratories
SGS Mowers Soil Testing Plus of Toulon, IL has withdrawn
from the Wisconsin certification program. Therefore, as of
March 2012, there are now six laboratories certified by the
Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer
Protection for soil testing in Wisconsin. To become certified,
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laboratories must meet certain analytical performance
standards and are also required to:


Use analytical procedures outlined in the most recent
edition of Wisconsin Soil Testing and Plant Analysis
Procedures, Department of Soil Science, UWMadison.



Provide soil test recommendations for lime and
nutrients as prescribed in the most recent edition of
Soil Test Recommendations for Field, Vegetable, and
Fruit Crops (A2809), Department of Soil Science,
UW-Madison.

The names and contact information for the certified
laboratories are listed below.

All 2011 Crop Manager articles compiled in
one PDF
The complete 2011 Wisconsin Crop Manager Volume 18 is
now available on our website as a single PDF. The first four
pages are a Table of Contents listing every article and the page
number it can be found on.
To view or download all the articles from the 2011
Wisconsin Crop Manager in one PDF file, complete with a
table of contents, click on the link below.

Volume 18-2011


If you have any questions about this program, please contact
Sue Porter at WDATCP (608-224-4605) or John Peters (715387-2523).
A & L Great Lakes Laboratories, Inc.
3505 Conestoga Drive
Fort Wayne, IN 46808
260-483-4759
AgSource Cooperative Services
106 N. Cecil Street
Bonduel, WI 54107
715-758-2178
Dairyland Laboratories
217 E. Main Street
Arcadia, WI 54612
608-323-2123
Rock River Laboratory
710 Commerce Drive
P. O. Box 169
Watertown, WI 53094
920-261-0446
UW Soil & Plant Analysis Lab
8452 Mineral Point Road
Verona, WI 53593
608-262-4364
UW Soil & Forage Analysis Lab
2611 Yellowstone Drive
Marshfield, WI 54449
715-387-2523
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2012 UW River Falls Field Scout Training Class
Wednesday, March 14, 2012
Rm. 217 Agricultural Sciences Building
7:45
Registration
-outside Rm. 217, Agricultural Sciences
Building

Thursday, March 15, 2012
Rm. 217, Agricultural Sciences Building
8:00
Introduction to Nutrient Management
Planning
Scott Sturgul, NPM Program

8:00

Introduction
Bryan Jensen
Integrated Pest Management Program, UWMadison
Insect Pests of Corn, Alfalfa and Soybeans
Bryan Jensen

9:15

Break

9:30

10:30

Break

10:45

10:40

Field Crop Insect Lab
Rm. 221
Bryan Jensen

12:00

Grass and Sedge Weed Identification
Dan Heider,
UW-Madison
Integrated Pest Management Program
Annual Broadleaf Weed Identification
Dan Heider
Lunch (on your own)

12:15

Lunch (on your own)

12:45

1:00

Diseases of Corn, Alfalfa, Wheat and
Soybeans
Dr. Brian Hudelson
Dept. of Plant Pathology, UW-Madison
Break

1:45

Field Crop Disease Lab
Rm. 221
Dr. Brian Hudelson
Dinner on your own
-Soil and Plant Tissue Sampling
-Nutrient Deficiency Symptoms
-Introduction to Nutrient Management
Scott Sturgul
Nutrient and Pest Management Program
Quiz
Adjourn

4:30

8:15

3:00
3:10

4:45
6:00

8:00
9:00

3:15

Biennial and Perennial Weed
Identification
Dan Heider
Weed Identification Lab, Greenhouse
Dan Heider

Herbicide Mode of Action
Dan Heider
Identification Test (optional for non
students)

